
Skywalking Notes 
Films have undoubtedly deepened our appreciation for concert music and affected the 
way we hear music! Skywalking pays homage to the sounds of the silver screen, and 
students will enjoy playing the cinematic themes in this work and (possibly) being 
introduced to the eighth note triplet for the first time. The vocalizing and foot taps will 
provide directors the opportunity to teach about the extramusical elements that 
contribute to many film-scores.


The wind instruments who tap their feet at the beginning also are asked to sing 
beginning in m.4. Please ask them to continue tapping their feet while they sing if 
possible, and to stop when they start playing. The same is true at m.41 to the end. I 
have also included a “foot taps” line in the score so you can see where the foot taps 
are occurring and roughly what dynamic level they should be. In regard to the singing, I 
have written the choral line in the range where each instrument is used to reading 
respectively, but have them sing in whatever octave is most comfortable for their voice!


At m.24-25, you can double the trumpets on the alto saxophone’s part. I chose not to 
cue this because this note (Concert C4) is very sharp on the trumpet, and beginner 
trumpet’s third valve slides sometimes are very hard to move!


Ranges are purposefully written beyond the “six note” Grade .5 parameters to create 
specific learning opportunities for specific instruments. For this reason, I have labeled 
this work as a “Grade .75” – certainly beyond a Grade .5, but not as difficult as a Grade 
1. The flute and alto saxophone play up to concert Bb in their respective octaves. 
Tenor Saxophone and Horn play a concert Eb in their upper registers, and the rest of 
the instruments play down to concert G in their respective octaves. 


A HUGE thank you to Commissioning Director Scott L. Prescott and Pioneer Ridge 
Middle School for funding the work, and the commitment to the development of highly 
accessible works for young concert bands. Thank you for partnering with me in both 
the creative process and premiere! Skywalking would not exist without you.
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